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�arth’s Natural Rhythm Cycle

�mbolc
�mbolc, a cross-quarter day, falls at the next turning of 

the Wheel and is celebrated on February 1st or 2nd. Also 

known as Brighid’s Day or Candlemas, it marks the starting 

point of spring. It is the time to call forth the idea seeds that 

have been germinating in the inner realm and that are now 

stirring with life, ready to grow during the upcoming cycle. A 

great opportunity exists during Imbolc to ceremonially 

create a “treasure map,” a collage of pictures that represents 

what we want to manifest in our lives this year, as a visual 

reminder of the creations that are ready to sprout, grow and 

bear fruit.

Use Imbolc’s energy of renewal for spring-cleaning of both 

home and body, to purify from the darker energy of winter. 

creativity, invoking a muse, or starting a new project or 

initiation cycle. 

Working with the Energy: Imbolc denotes the point when 

the seeds you planted at Winter Solstice begin to stir. 

At this point of the Wheel, you want to ask yourself if there 

are more seeds you want to add to your creational mix to 

assist in its growing cycle. Take time here for renewal and 

rejuvenation so you will have the energy you need as spring 

bursts forth. Journal about your discoveries and date those 

journal entries. You can add art, guidance from divination 

tools, or ceremony to help mark this day.

❖ Create a dream board or treasure map for the 
 growing cycle. 

❖ As a seed starting time initiation ceremonies are   
 especially powerful here.

❖ Prepare for the upcoming growth time with an internal  
 cleanse, spring cleaning, getting your files, home, and  
 life in order.

❖ Purify from the darker days of winter.

❖ Use this time to work with any type of creativity.

Altar Decoration Suggestions:

❖ Decorate the altar in all white to represent purity 
 and new light.

❖ Sacred water.

❖ Symbols of fire and/or water.

❖ Special candles.

❖ Brigid doll or cross.

Food Suggestions:

❖ Dairy products.

❖ Sprouts.

❖ Purifing foods.

❖ Braided Bread.

 


